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Abstract (Document Summary)

Releasing these notes so quickly is the latest move toward "transparency," a key element in the legacy of chairman Alan
Greenspan, who'll retire next January. But is this too much of a good thing? The Dow's reacted sharply to the minutes' release in
recent months as investors have struggled to interpret the Fed's musings. "[The Fed's] gotten into the business of giving some
sense of where their next move [will] be, and there's some question over whether that's useful or not," says Allan H. Meltzer, a Fed
historian. With inflation rising and economic growth slowing, the Fed faces a tricky balancing act, but most observers believe
Greenspan is determined to cement his reputation as an inflation fighter by aggressively stamping out rising prices. Even as his
term winds down, that means this week's rate hike probably won't be his last.

"Little Boy" is a reference both to the bomb and to the curator's view of contemporary Japanese culture--an infantilized one
composed of "disposable consumer items and entertainment ostensibly produced for adolescents." Hello Kitty dolls and political
and business mascots--many of which carry cute but emotionally empty expressions- -suggest a hysteria buried beneath the urge
to save face and hide postwar disgrace. Izumi Kato's thick, wooden figures are reminiscent of prehistoric idols, yet they appear
impotent, their discolored genitalia seemingly useless. Aya Takano's paintings depict young girls sucking on their thumbs,
appearing so forlorn and fragile it's a wonder they're not blown away by the ever-present wind. Even [Takashi Murakami]'s selected
anime clips and paraphernalia from the 1954 film "Godzilla" delve into the Hiroshima trauma, as hybrid monsters and humans battle
in apocalyptic, dystopian cities over new world orders. Thanks to Murakami's mastery of his subject matter, "Little Boy" is about
more than art. It offers a real chance for the West to examine the psyche of this formerly imperial, hierarchical society that was
effectively castrated by its defeat. It's been said in Japan that "art is explosion." If so, this is an exhibit whose fallout will continue for
years to come.

On "Mezmerize," the anti-Iraq-war single "Cigaro" finds vocalist Serj Tankian and [Daron Malakian] trading vocals like dueling
opera divas, while an instrumental on the follow-up "Hypnotize" sounds like a jam session by a Middle Eastern wedding band,
cheesy synthesizer and all. If all  this sounds off-putting, it's not: it makes you wish more rock bands would take such brave and
impressive risks. "Maybe some people would think it's a strange blend," says Malakian. "But it's just everything that's out there in
the world, filtered through us."
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(Copyright Newsweek, Incorporated - 2005. Reproduced with permissionof copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited
withoutpermission.)

NEW YORK May 16 NEW YORK, May 16 /PRNewswire/ -- "Based on what we know now, we are retracting our original story that
an internal military investigation had uncovered Qur'an abuse at Guantanamo Bay." CONTACT: Ken Weine, Newsweek, +1-212-
445-5887

NEWSWEEK PRESS RELEASE APPENDED

IRAQ

Only One Step Forward

Iraq finally has a new government... or does it? Three months after the country's historic elections, leaders last week appointed
what was billed as a national unity government, giving key posts to the Sunni Arab minority even though most of them had
boycotted the vote. One small glitch: the only Sunnis actually sitting in the new cabinet so far are the ministers of Tourism, Culture,
Women's Affairs and Provincial Affairs. The key seats promised--Defense and Oil--were left vacant as the wrangling continues; a
pledge to fill them quickly was the only consolation. And NEWSWEEK has learned that talks with the Sunnis have so badly
disintegrated that Western mediators have been having trouble just getting them to sit at the same table with Shiite leaders. A
resolution could well be weeks away, rather than days as announced.

For now, action has replaced talk. The Shiite-dominated government has wasted no time in cracking down on alleged insurgent
infiltrators; on Friday, police commandos from the Ministry of Interior launched a raid on the National Dialogue Council, a
predominantly Sunni, government- sponsored organization set up to foster inter-sectarian dialogue, just a day after the new
government was announced. That led to cries of foul from Sunni leaders, who fear a witch hunt and purge by Shiite leaders. "They
intend to take the country to a dangerous stage," warns Mishan al-Jibouri, a Sunni member of the National Assembly.

The cast of Shiite characters is indeed an intimidating one in Sunni eyes. The new minister of Interior is Bayan (Baqir) Jabr
Solagh, from the Shiite militia group the Badr Brigades. (He's "a scary guy," says one Western diplomat.) And national-security
adviser Mowaffaq al-Rubaie, also a Shiite, says the new government will prove even tougher than the U.S. military. "Whoever is
harboring terrorists should feel the pain as well," he says.

Getting both parties to talk again won't be easy, as the impasse is due primarily to disagreements over personalities. Sunni leaders
had proposed a Saddam-era general, Saadoun Duleimi, as minister of Defense, but Shiite lead-ers rejected him because of
suspicions about his past, say official sources. Neither group could agree on an acceptable alternate, so instead the Shiite prime
minister, Ibraham Jaafari, took over as acting Defense minister. Another contested "power ministry," Oil, went temporarily to Ahmad
Chalabi, the controversial Shiite and former exile who was convicted of bank fraud in Jordan. Sunni Vice President Ghazi al-
Yawar, who had to approve the cabinet, says he signed off even though Sunnis got a bad deal: "We need a government badly."
Rubaie counters that "a good deal is where everybody goes home partly unhappy, and we have a good deal."

The insurgents get a vote, too, as American generals often say-- though not a democratic one. On Friday they launched 13 car
bombings around the capital, the most ever in a single day, killing and maiming scores of Iraqis. A statement by the U.S.-led
Coalition called the attacks "a desperate attempt by the terrorists to discredit the newly formed Iraqi government." Some fear the
new government is doing a good enough job of that all  by itself.

--Rod Nordland and Scott Johnson

THE GOING AGAINST THE FLOW EDITION

Persuading the people is tough, as leaders like Mubarak, Sharon and Yudhoyono well know. Has Pakistan got it right--use the
Army, but not its might?

Egypt-

Political reforms are stalling economic ones. Faced

with more open dissent, the government is hoping

to buy silence with pricey new social programs.

Israel-

The new roadblock isn't Sharon, but cabinet members

who oppose allowing Egyptian troops to patrol

Gaza border. This movement has no mo'.

Indonesia+



"Re-elected" oppo leaders Megawati and Gus Dur are

anti SBY. But they're also discredited and erratic.

SBY's strength may lie in their weakness.

Pakistan+

Government is getting tough again on Benazir Bhutto's

followers. But as friction between ruling-party allies

rises, expect dialogue to replace arrests.

GUANTANAMO

A Scandal Spreads

Investigators probing abuses at Guantanamo Bay have confirmed some infractions alleged in internal FBI e-mails that surfaced
late last year. Among the previously unreported cases, sources tell NEWSWEEK: interrogators, in an attempt to rattle suspects,
placed Qur'ans on toilets and, in at least one case, flushed a holy book down the toilet. An Army spokesman confirms that 10
interrogators have been disciplined for mistreating prisoners at Gitmo. These findings could put former Gitmo commander Maj.
Gen. Geoffrey Miller in the hot seat. Two months ago, a more senior general, Air Force Lt. Gen. Randall Schmidt, was placed in
charge of the probe in part so that Miller could be questioned. The FBI e-mails indicate that FBI agents quarreled repeatedly with
military commanders, including Miller and his predecessor, retired Gen. Michael Dunleavy, over the military's more aggressive
techniques. "Both agreed the Bureau has their way of doing business and DOD has their marching orders from the SecDef," one e-
mail stated, referring to Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. Sources familiar with the probe say investigators didn't find that
Miller authorized abusive treatment. But given the complaints, sources say, investigators say he should have known what was
happening--and acted to try to prevent it. An Army spokesman declined to comment.

--Michael Isikoff and John Barry

HEARINGS: Bolton Blunders

U.S. Senate Democrats, still trying to quash the U.N. nomination of John Bolton, are looking for ammo in Bolton requests for
National Security Agency electronic "intercept" reports containing the names of U.S. officials. (NSA rules require it to delete names
of Americans caught by its eavesdropping network, but officials can request that the names be disclosed if they have a "need to
know.") Bolton's request for 10 intercepts with U.S. names has set off a D.C. guessing game: Did he want info to undermine rivals
like Korea expert Jack Pritchard, Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage, or even Colin Powell? Was he trying to check up on
U.S. representatives to nuclear talks between Iran and Europe? Hoping to find out what two members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee said to Iran's U.N. ambassador? Wondering what the NSA had on an unnamed U.S. journalist? The NSA
indicates it will this week deliver full documentation on Bolton's requests to the Senate Intelligence Committee, which then will have
to figure out how to publicize the contents without leaking sensitive intel.

--Mark Hosenball

CANCER: Targeting Tumors

Learning you have breast cancer is bad enough, but the diagnosis is doubly devastating for the 20 percent to 30 percent of
patients who turn out to be "HER-2-positive." Tumors carrying that designation grow with unusual speed, and are more likely to
recur after treatment. Last week researchers confirmed that Herceptin--a drug previously reserved for metastatic breast cancer--
can help keep high-risk patients from reaching that desperate stage. In two clinical trials involving 3,300 newly diagnosed HER-2-
positive patients, those who got Herceptin along with conventional chemotherapy suffered only half the recurrence rate of patients
on chemo alone. The Herceptin patients were also more likely to be alive and disease-free four years later. The new therapy isn't
perfect--some women don't respond to it, and the studies found that congestive heart failure was more common in Herceptin
patients than in those receiving chemotherapy alone--but it's promising. "We don't like to overstate things, but the results are
stunning," says Dr. JoAnne Zujewski of the National Cancer Institute, which sponsored the trials.

--Joan Raymond and Geoffrey Cowley

THE FED

Rates on the Rise Again

On Wednesday, the U.S. Federal Reserve is all but certain to boost short-term interest rates to 3 percent. But for some market-
watchers, the deeper insight into the Fed's thinking won't come from the brief rate announcement, but three weeks later when the
Fed releases the minutes of its deliberations.

Releasing these notes so quickly is the latest move toward "transparency," a key element in the legacy of chairman Alan



Greenspan, who'll retire next January. But is this too much of a good thing? The Dow's reacted sharply to the minutes' release in
recent months as investors have struggled to interpret the Fed's musings. "[The Fed's] gotten into the business of giving some
sense of where their next move [will] be, and there's some question over whether that's useful or not," says Allan H. Meltzer, a Fed
historian. With inflation rising and economic growth slowing, the Fed faces a tricky balancing act, but most observers believe
Greenspan is determined to cement his reputation as an inflation fighter by aggressively stamping out rising prices. Even as his
term winds down, that means this week's rate hike probably won't be his last.

--Daniel McGinn

MOVIES: Caught on Tape

Fiction, as Philip Roth pointed out many years ago, can't compete with the outrageousness of reality. The Enron story, as writer-
director Alex Gibney tells it in the new film "Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room," calls into question not just a handful of
corporate outlaws but an entire business ethos. It's particularly good at revealing the corporate culture that Enron encouraged--a
swaggering, Texas-style machismo that reveled in its survival-of- the-fittest ruthlessness. Fifteen percent of all  employees were
terminated every year in its harsh-medicine purges of the weak. The managers liked to take daredevil motorcycling trips into
Mexico, testing their limits. Setting the tone was the self-invented Jeffrey Skilling, who transformed himself from nerd to slick, risk-
taking buccaneer. And even though Gibney was unable to get Skilling or Lay to speak to him directly, there's plenty of footage of
Skilling testifying (denying his knowledge of every illegal tactic, naturally) and of Skilling and Lay reassuring the workers whose
lives were about to be destroyed that all was well, even as they were selling off hundreds of millions of dollars of their own stock
in the company.

Over and over in interviews, former employees--20,000 Enron workers lost their jobs--invoke the metaphor of the Titanic, except
here the captains don't go down with the ship: initially at least, they walk off with piles of ill-gotten gains. Some men have since
been convicted and sentenced, but the fate of Lay and Skilling awaits a sequel. Let's hope it's called " Enron: The Smartest Guys
Behind Bars."

--David Ansen

ART

Feeling the Fallout

Curated by the celebrated Japanese artist and intellectual Takashi Murakami, "Little Boy: The Arts of Japan's Exploding
Subculture" may be the single most important exhibit of postwar Japanese art and culture ever to land on U.S. soil. Currently at the
Japan Society in New York, the show explores the shame and emasculation felt by the Japanese after losing World War II and the
psychological trauma created by the world's first atomic bomb-- nicknamed "Little Boy"-- dropped on Hiroshima. Thanks to
Murakami's vision, it also opens a window onto the deeply troubled soul of modern-day Japan.

"Little Boy" is a reference both to the bomb and to the curator's view of contemporary Japanese culture--an infantilized one
composed of "disposable consumer items and entertainment ostensibly produced for adolescents." Hello Kitty dolls and political
and business mascots--many of which carry cute but emotionally empty expressions- -suggest a hysteria buried beneath the urge
to save face and hide postwar disgrace. Izumi Kato's thick, wooden figures are reminiscent of prehistoric idols, yet they appear
impotent, their discolored genitalia seemingly useless. Aya Takano's paintings depict young girls sucking on their thumbs,
appearing so forlorn and fragile it's a wonder they're not blown away by the ever-present wind. Even Murakami's selected anime
clips and paraphernalia from the 1954 film "Godzilla" delve into the Hiroshima trauma, as hybrid monsters and humans battle in
apocalyptic, dystopian cities over new world orders. Thanks to Murakami's mastery of his subject matter, "Little Boy" is about more
than art. It offers a real chance for the West to examine the psyche of this formerly imperial, hierarchical society that was
effectively castrated by its defeat. It's been said in Japan that "art is explosion." If so, this is an exhibit whose fallout will continue for
years to come.

--Aaron Clark

MUSIC

System Overload

The biggest coup in rock since Nirvana crept past Poison on the charts more than a decade ago is probably the mainstream
success of System of a Down. Their pair of new albums, "Mezmerize" (out this week) and "Hypnotize" (which will appear sometime
in the fall), are two of the most anticipated releases of 2005. "I have to say that it still kind of freaks me out," says Daron Malakian,
System of a Down's main songwriter and guitarist. "We were never like any of the other bands out there, and we still aren't, but
here we are. I still have no idea how this happened."

On "Mezmerize," the anti-Iraq-war single "Cigaro" finds vocalist Serj Tankian and Malakian trading vocals like dueling opera divas,
while an instrumental on the follow-up "Hypnotize" sounds like a jam session by a Middle Eastern wedding band, cheesy
synthesizer and all. If all  this sounds off-putting, it's not: it makes you wish more rock bands would take such brave and impressive
risks. "Maybe some people would think it's a strange blend," says Malakian. "But it's just everything that's out there in the world,
filtered through us."



--Lorraine Ali

[Illustration]
Caption: He's back! Chalabi worms his way into the Oil Ministry; Whitewashed: More evidence of abuse at Gitmo emerges; Bolton: Under fire;
See it through: Greenspan wants more transparency; Hope: New cancer drug; Mainstream: System of a Down; Masked emotion: The faces of
Little Boy hide the troubled souls
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